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Mondays
Basketball: Students learn the basic skills and drills in basketball. Students will participate in
scrimmage games to help develop what they have learned. At the end of the session, students have a
snack and celebration, and we discuss what they have learned about the game of basketball.
Teachers: Josephine LiMandri & Millie Malvasio. Grades: K,1. Class fee: $230. Materials fee: $15.
Cooking with Butter Beans: Student chefs use taste and flavor as a guide to make seasonal,
international, and nutritious recipes while forging fun, lasting memories in the kitchen! Our junior chefs
will learn vital kitchen knife skills, various culinary techniques, and culinary vocabulary.
From seed to table, students gain an appreciation for food in a convivial setting, while discovering
different cultures and building important cooking skills, all while having a fun and delicious experience!
Grades: 1, 2. Class fee: $345. Materials fee: $15.
French for Beginners with EFNY: This class is a beginners’ class. Students will work on
communicative French. The goal is for children to express themselves in basic social situations using
simple sentences through the study of a variety of themes and fun activities including stories, creative
projects, songs and games. For DLP students, help with French homework will be available upon
request. EFNY at PS58 offers enrichment classes for Native French Speakers and Foreign Language
Learners from Kindergarten through 5th grade. Native French teachers teach all our classes. Class
runs until 5:10pm. Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $555. Materials fee: $15.
French for Native Speakers with EFNY: This class is open to native French speakers in 3rd and 4th
grades who will develop their reading and writing skills in French. In this class, all activities are
conducted in French. For DLP students, help with French homework will be available upon request.
Class runs until 5:10pm. Grades: 3, 4. Class fee: $555. Materials fee: $15.
Girls On The Run: Will begin March 12, 2018 and run through the end of May. Stay tuned for details.
Registration will take place in February 2018. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Mondays & Wednesdays.
Hip Hop Fitness: Get ready to stretch, move and break dance to your favorite tunes, with
award-winning dance instructors. Combining fun, fitness, flex-training and hip-hop moves, kids from
beginner to advanced will get in the groove. This class is geared to boys and girls who want to dance
and have fun. Teacher: Jete Dance Center. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $250. Materials fee: $15.
Inventor’s Club with Maker State: Young engineers will design smart electronics in this fun,
project-centered introduction to creative DIY smart circuits. Our creations will light up, beep, spin, and
inspire! We’ll explore circuit design with Snap Circuits and create sensors with littleBits. We’ll
hand-write electrically conductive poems with CircuitScribe and build touch-sensitive devices with the
MaKey MaKey controller, transforming everyday objects into buttons and switches. We’ll mold and
shape our own circuit inputs with Squishy Circuits, a conductive Play-Doh material that emphasizes
creativity. And we’ll make paper circuits like glowing faces and fire-eyed tigers that apply basic skills in
circuitry. This is a great introduction to “physical computing”, the Design Thinking Process, and
computer hardware functionality and design...all without computers! Teacher: Maker State. Grades: 3,
4. Class fee: $405. Materials fee: $15.
Keys to the City: What If You Were In Charge?: If you could create your own city, what would it be
like? What kind of people would live there? Would they all be alike or would they be different? Would
kids have to go to school? Would people have to work? Would there be parks, or only streets and
buildings? Would there be museums and other places for art? That’s a lot of questions! And the young
philosophers who take this workshop will join a community of inquiry that will try to answer them. In
this collaborative, respectful, and fun atmosphere, children will expand their understanding of human
nature and value; the meaning and significance of freedom and equality; the relationship between
authority, order, the rights of individuals; the meaning of justice; the purpose of education; the idea of a
home; and our relationship to the environment, and more. While they so, they will also get to consider
how they are manifested in issues facing New York City today.Teacher: Gotham Philosophical Society.
Grades: 4, 5. Class fee: $405. Materials fee: $15.

Mondays (Continued)
Mad Science: Secret Agent Lab (Kindergarten): Step into the shoes of a detective and uncover the
science involved in evidence gathering and analysis. You will probe the science of tracking as you
stamp out scenarios and uncover codes in this session. Some of the weekly topics in this session
include : Crime Lab, Cracking the Case, The Science of Security, Agent Undercover, Sleuths on the
Scene, Funky Forensics, Spy Academy, Junior Detectives, Discover Detection and Whodunit?s.
Grades: K. Class fee: $455. Materials fee: $15.
Online Comic Creation: We will use the Pixton website to create characters and settings, develop
storylines and incorporate images from the Internet to create detailed comics of varying lengths.
Students can collaborate on projects, as well as view and comment upon each other's work, which
parents will also be able to access. All participants must have their PS58 technology release form
signed and submitted. Teacher: Dan Lupkin & Gilbert Center. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $230.
Materials fee: $15.
Piano (Private Lesson): Taught by the Piano School of NYC, we will be offering
private lessons this year. Preference is given to returning students. Spots are very limited. Grades: K 5. Class fee: $520. Material fees: $115 (for new students); $15 (for returning students).
Ping Pong: Learn the basic strokes of Table Tennis aka Ping Pong one of the world's most popular
sports, and once these are mastered students can build on these strokes to play the advanced shots of
modern table tennis, as played in the Olympic Games. Not only is it fun, it can be great exercise for
mind and body! Teachers: Lili Ann Jankowski & Mary Pfiefer. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $305.
Materials fee: $15.
Tae Kwon Do Karate with Mission Martial Arts: Students will develop fundamental skills such as
strength, balance, flexibility, concentration and confidence in a motivational atmosphere that
encourages emotional, mental and physical development without the burdens of anxiety or fear of
injury. At the end of the session, children should be able to perform basic fundamental moves as well
as a Kata that students all practice together. Note:This is a one-hour class with an early and late
session. Bridge the Gap childcare coverage is available to students who want to remain in school until
second session. Grades: K,1, 2, 3. Class fee: $165. Materials fee: Anyone without a uniform must
purchase $40 uniform from MMA.
Toy Design Studio for Grades K, 1, 2: From soft toy creatures and accessories to playful objects that
roll or spin, kids will dream up their own toy designs by sketching in 2D, and making their projects in 3D
using simple materials. We will also learn about popular toy designs, and the people and companies
who created them. Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $340. Materials fee: $40.
Writer’s Workshop: Writopia Lab is returning to PS 58 to run a special weekly writer’s workshop!
Writers develop and write their own original short stories and/or plays and poetry on a weekly basis
with a published writer or produced playwright. Writers will explore core elements of plot, key literary
tools, and mechanics of a coherent story. We bring children through the journey of story completion
through plot development, character wants and change, analysis, and critical thinking. Through the
workshop process students get to share their work in a supportive space and learn how to give and
receive thoughtful feedback. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $375. Material fees: $15.

Tuesdays
Advanced Cooking with Butter Beans: Student chefs use taste and flavor as a guide to make
seasonal, international, and nutritious recipes while forging fun, lasting memories in the kitchen! Our
junior chefs will learn vital kitchen knife skills, various culinary techniques, and culinary vocabulary.
From seed to table, students gain an appreciation for food in a convivial setting, while discovering
different cultures and building important cooking skills, all while having a fun and delicious experience!
Grades: 3. 4, 5. Class fee: $430. Materials fee: $15.
Beginning Girls’ Lacrosse: Get acquainted with the game of lacrosse and learn basic skills in an
engaging and fast-paced program. Players will be introduced to team concepts but individual skills are
the real focus -- throwing, catching, cradling, dodging and shooting. We also emphasize
sportsmanship, fair play, and the traditions of lacrosse. Girls currently in the program can sign up for
both Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Teachers: Mary Pfeifer & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class
fee: $250. Materials fee: $40.
BitBots Basics: Our combination of littleBits with recyclables and found objects sparks imaginations
and gets kids thinking like engineers. First, we explain how the littleBits work (simple electronic
modules, each with specific functions- motors, motion sensors, lights and more- which can be snapped
together magnetically to create larger circuits). Next, students use re-purposed materials to build a
creature or object that they will insert the littleBits into (for example, they may build a car with bottle-top
wheels then add the littleBits to make the car move across the room). At the end, students share their
creations with the group. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $320. Materials fee: $40.
Broadway Bound: Musical Theatre Workshop with Brooklyn Acting Lab: Through a variety of
games, exercises and choreographies, students will engage their whole selves as actors and actresses
in live musical theater performance. Students can look forward to learning music and text as well as
devising choreography and movement from classic and contemporary Broadway shows throughout this
workshop.. Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $445. Materials fee: $15.
Broadway Showstoppers with the Urban Choir Project: This singing program focuses on
developing confidence, vocal skills, performance ability and having a great time with music. Using a
range of repertoire including classic and contemporary Broadway show tunes, Pop, Disney and more,
students will have the opportunity to sing as an ensemble, small groups, solo (if desired) and work
towards a review style performance. The class can also be used to support fifth graders preparing for
middle school singing auditions. While the focus is primarily on the singing aspect of musical theatre,
we will also incorporate some basic movement and acting technique so that students can develop as
well rounded performers. The class is open to students of all ability levels and is designed to enhance
the skills of participants while also providing a fun and inclusive afterschool environment where the
children can connect and blow off steam.Grades: 2, 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $265. Materials fee: $15.
Chess for Grades 1 & 2: Come have fun playing and learning the game of Kings: CHESS! Ready,
Set, Chess, our PS58 chess-in-the-classroom program, will oversee the play. The class is divided into
a short lesson, free play, and a tournament. Grades:1, 2. Class fee: $255. Materials fee: $20.
Flag Football: Students will learn the fundamentals of Flag Football: Passing, catching, running,
including strategies such as designing plays and running routes. By the end of every class, students
will play a fun and safe game of Flag Football while building the important skills of sportsmanship and
respect. Class held outside weather permitting. Teacher: Gilbert Center. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee:
$250. Materials fee: $20.

Tuesdays (Continued)
Girls’ Leadership Book Club: Girls Leadership is an organization that defines leadership as "knowing
who you are, what you believe, and being able to express your beliefs effectively to influence others."
Their organization has put together a list of books with themes meant to bring out the leadership skills
of young girls. This weekly book club for girls in 4th and 5th grade will give girls a safe space to discuss
books with a variety of themes such as empathy and inclusion, true friendship and belonging, speaking
up for those who need help (activism), speaking up when the stakes are high and through our actions,
and finding one's voice. The goal of this club is to for the girls to learn new things about themselves, to
discover their own leadership qualities, and to discuss books, sharing and revising their thoughts about
them. The books that will be read and discussed in this club are: Amina's Voice by Hena Khan, Gaby
Lost and Found by Angela Cervantes, My Life With Chimpanzees by Jane Goodall, The War that
Saved My Life by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley, and Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson.
Teacher: Courtney Kiernan. Grades: 4, 5. Class fee: $190. Materials fee: $25.
Hip Hop Fitness: Get ready to stretch, move and break dance to your favorite tunes, with
award-winning dance instructors. Combining fun, fitness, flex-training and hip-hop moves, kids from
beginner to advanced will get in the groove. This class is geared to boys and girls who want to dance
and have fun. Teacher: Jete Dance Center. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $275. Materials fee: $15.
Mindful Yoga with Claire Benner (Grades 2, 3): It's never too early to nurture mindfulness, self love,
and acceptance. This fun yoga class for children explores all of these themes through movement,
books, games, and teamwork! Children will learn to self regulate their emotions and form meaningful
connections with peers. Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $195. Materials fee: $20.
Piano (Private Lesson): Taught by the Piano School of NYC, we will be offering
private lessons this year. Preference is given to returning students. Spots are very limited. Grades: K 5. Class fee: $570. Material fees: $115 (for new students); $15 (for returning students).
Still Life Drawing: Students will observe objects, photos and life (nature) to make art and improve our
sketching skills. Various materials and media will be explored. We will be drawing, studying art -- using
mostly paper. We will be collaging as well as other "still life" techniques. Teachers: Paul Warham &
Matt Sanislo. Grades: K, 1, 2. Class Fee: $250. Materials fee: $35.
WeVideo: WeVideo is a cloud-based video editing platform. Students will learn how to create video
projects incorporating images, video, screen recordings, music, text, voice-overs and sound effects.
Students will unleash their imaginations by creating fictional narratives, documentaries,
autobiographies, or anything else they can conceive of. No experience necessary. Teacher: Dan
Lupkin & Eva Aviles. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $285. Materials fee: $35.

Wednesdays
Acting 101: Acting 101 shows how an actor…acts! We’ll explore: How an actor auditions, makes
themselves heard, creates a character, and how to put on a play. At the end of our session students will
show off their new skills by performing for their family and friends.Teacher: Kaaron Briscoe Minefree.
Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $275. Materials fee: $25.
Advanced Girls’ Lacrosse: For girls with experience playing lacrosse. Players will continue to develop
the skills they learned last session in our engaging and fast-paced program. Players will work on team
concepts as well as individual skills -- throwing, catching, cradling, dodging and shooting. We also
emphasize sportsmanship, fair play, and the traditions of lacrosse. In addition to in-house games, we
will schedule games with PS29 and other schools. Advanced girls may sign up for both Tuesday and
Wednesdays. Teachers: Mary Pfeifer & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $230. Materials
fee: $40.
Arts & Crafts: Love art? Love crafts? Then this class is for you!! In this semester, we’ll get creative and
have fun making a snow globe, winter mobile, design and create a Mardi Gras mask, a Valentine craft,
hand puppet and even your very own slime!! Come join us for these and many other fun and exciting art
projects! We’ll finish off with a small party at the end of the semester. Teachers: Ms. Josephine Lucci
and Lisa Commitante. Grades: K,1. Class fee: $335. Materials fee: $40.
Bakers & Pastries: This class will provide students with the fundamentals of baking and pastry
techniques. Students will be able to read recipes, bake, and use their creativity to decorate their treats.
Important Note: Some recipes may contain meat, wheat, nuts, eggs, dairy, and other allergens. NO
FOOD ALLERGIES OR DIETARY RESTRICTIONS, PLEASE! Teachers: Connie Ponsiglione and
Cathy Guerron. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $335. Materials fee: $40.
Create Your Own Website: Students will use Google Sites, their PS 58 accounts and the school
Chromebooks to create a website on topics of their choice including links, text, surveys and a variety of
other content utilizing Google Apps for Education. All participants must have their PS58 technology
release form signed and submitted. Teacher: Dan Lupkin & Michele Lazar. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee:
$305. Materials fee: $15.
DIY Projects!: Do you love making things? In DIY Projects we will be taking things that we usually buy
in the store and learning how to make them ourselves. In this DO IT YOURSELF class we will be
making ornaments and decorations, t-shirts, decorative mugs, scarves, coasters, soap, candles, sand
and a bunch more! DIY projects are super fun, and there are so many things we can teach kids to do.
We will even create a “how to” book in the end. After each class, we will do step by step and the kids
will go home with something special at the end of each class! Teachers: Ms. Amelia and Ms. Serina.
Grades: 1, 2. Class fee: $335. Materials fee: $15.
Girls On The Run: Will begin March 12, 2018 and run through the end of May. Stay tuned for details.
Registration will take place in February 2018. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Mondays & Wednesdays.
Extraordinary Machines: From Koko NYC, creators of the popular Bit Bots classes, comes
Extraordinary Machines. Our young inventors will embark on a deeper exploration in the lab using the
knowledge and skills they gained in Simple Machines to design and build their own compound
machines from found objects and other materials. Imaginations and objects will be flying as we
discover, through a hands-on creative process, how smaller, simpler machines create bigger more
complex machines with a purpose. Fun individual and group challenges will build upon each other over
the course of the semester. Koko NYC’s goal is to spark scientific inspiration through a FUN,
exploratory, hands on creative learning process. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $290. Materials fee: $30.

Wednesdays (Continued)
Knitting: This isn’t for grandmas. Learn basic knitting stitches and complete simple projects perfect for
the season. Yarn and needles will be provided. Students with no prior knitting experience will spend
the first few weeks of the semester making necklaces and bracelets using finger knitting. About one
month into the semester students should be moving on to straight needles, followed by circular needles
at the end of the semester. Children complete a finger-knit necklace, a neck warmer, and a hat. They
will be adept at knitting with fingers, straight needles, and circular needles.Teacher: Kate Clifford.
Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $190. Materials fee: $15.
Lango Spanish Adventures: This class combines songs, dance, movement, cooking, crafts, and
language activities to create a Spanish-learning experience unlike any other. This class is designed to
foster an interest in foreign languages and cultures, as well as to promote the development of a child’s
five senses and linguistic abilities. In addition to learning basic vocabulary words and phrases (e.g.
colors, numbers, animals etc.), all after school students will read a book from our signature Lango Kids
series. These books follow the Lango Kids--Wen, Luc and Lucia--their teacher and Cosmo the dog on
their various adventures throughout the Spanish-speaking worlds.Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $380.
Materials fee: $15.
Mind Masters with The Brooklyn Strategist: Our kids' programs focus on instruction, developing
strategies for game play and having fun! Kids learn how to think 'moves ahead,' and anticipate an
opponent's reaction. This problem-solving series is for students who have either completed Brain
Bender or demonstrate an affinity for strategic games. We cover a wide range of game categories
(ancient strategy, classic and modern card games, word and trivia games, sporting games) while
progressively exploring deeper strategy elements and multidimensional thinking. As always,
participants will also focus on issues of ‘good sportsmanship’ while simultaneously trying to outwit and
out strategize their opponents. No prior experience needed! Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $360. Materials
fee: $15.
Piano (Private Lesson): Taught by the Piano School of NYC, we will be offering
private lessons this year. Preference is given to returning students. Spots are very limited. Grades: K 5. Class fee: $570. Material fees: $115 (for new students); $15 (for returning students).
Scratch Coding: The Hero’s Journey with MakerState: We’ll build programs, games, and animations
using Scratch: the drag-and-drop, color-coded, event driven programming block editor. Young
engineers will learn the fundamentals of programming with this fun introduction from the MIT Media Lab
including if/then statements, loop structures, data variables, mathematical and Boolean operators.
These skills will be applied to create games as we explore design concepts such as objective,
aesthetic, and difficulty curves. This series culminates in a student-led game tournament showcase.
Grades: 4, 5. Class fee: $445. Materials fee: $15.
Still Life Drawing: Students will observe objects, photos and life (nature) to make art and improve our
sketching skills. Various materials and media will be explored. We will be drawing, studying art -- using
mostly paper. We will be collaging as well as other "still life" techniques. Teachers: Paul Warham &
Matt Sanislo. Grades: 2, 3. Class Fee: $250. Materials fee: $35.
Toy Design Studio for Grades 3, 4, 5: From soft toy creatures and accessories to playful objects that
roll or spin, kids will dream up their own toy designs by sketching in 2D, and making their projects in 3D
using simple materials. We will also learn about popular toy designs, and the people and companies
who created them.Teacher: Paperbox Design Lab. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $375. Materials fee: $40.
Yoga: This creative, nurturing class introduces children to the practice of yoga. Through movement
games, art projects, stories, songs and laughter, students explore how their bodies move, build
strength and coordination, and learn tools for focus and self-regulation. Poses, breathing exercises and
simple meditation practices help children gain self-awareness in a fun and age-appropriate way. Each
class finishes with relaxation, something the kids come to look forward to! Class ends at 4:15pm.
Teacher: Talia Weisz. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $160. Materials fee: $15.

Thursdays
Destroy & Construct: See the ordinary, imagine the extraordinary! Using screwdrivers, pliers and
other tools, kids destroy discarded printers, blenders and other common electronics to get inside and
see how they work. Then, using the components along with recyclables and other materials, kids will
construct new inventions or environments in the classroom. Teacher: Koko NYC (Bitbots) Grades: 2, 3.
Class fee: $290. Materials fee: $30.
Fencing: We would like to introduce children of PS 58 to the sport of fencing. Fencing is one of the
oldest modern Olympic sports where two competitors "fight" using a sword. Although there are 3 types
of weapons in fencing, we will only use foil. Children will wear protective mask, jacket and gloves.
Teacher: Lili Ann Jankowski & Mary Pfiefer. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $305. Materials fee: $40.
Flamenco & Modern Dance: Talented Flamenco dancer and teacher Emilie Hernandez returns. New
students will be introduced to Flamenco music and dance by making rhythms using hands and feet,
developing a dance that will be performed during the final day of the class. Returning students will have
the chance to hone skills and show off their flare. as well as incorporate modern dance into their
repertoire. Classes are one-hour long; Grades 3 to 5 in the first session (3:10 to 4:15pm); Grades 1 and
2 meet during the second session (4:20 to 5:20pm). Bridge the Gap childcare coverage is available to
students who want to remain in school until second session. Grades: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $195.
Materials fee: $15.
French for Native French Speakers with EFNY: This class is open to native French speakers in 3rd
and 4th grades who are reading and writing in French. In this class, all activities are conducted in
French. The child is faced with varied and somewhat complex texts, while learning basic rules of
grammar, spelling and conjugation and will write short texts. EFNY at PS58 offers enrichment classes
for Native French Speakers and Foreign Language Learners from pre-K through 5th grade. Native
French teachers teach all our classes. Grades: 3, 4. Class fee: $555. Materials fee: $15.
Improv Comedy with Brooklyn Acting Lab: Students will be introduced to the basics of improv
comedy from a number of traditions in this class. Students will be challenged to work impulsively as
individual performers and as an ensemble. This workshop encourages students to create their own
meaningful, theatrical moments and scenes within structured improvisations. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee:
$405. Materials fee: $15.
Knitting: This isn’t for grandmas. Learn basic knitting stitches and complete simple projects perfect for
the season. Yarn and needles will be provided. Students with no prior knitting experience will spend
the first few weeks of the semester making necklaces and bracelets using finger knitting. About one
month into the semester students should be moving on to straight needles, followed by circular needles
at the end of the semester. Children complete a finger-knit necklace, a neck warmer, and a hat. They
will be adept at knitting with fingers, straight needles, and circular needles.Teacher: Kate Clifford.
Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $175. Materials fee: $15.
¡Luces, Cámara, Acción!: In this class, students will embark on an exploration of Spanish through arts
integration activities. Vocabulary will be explored through movement, stories will come to life through
readers theatre and kinesthetic activities such as "tableau", and oral expression and comprehension
will be acquired through social and cooperative interaction in all activities. Learning Spanish through
Arts integration will provides multiple ways for students to make sense of what they learn (construct
understanding) and make their learning visible (demonstrate understanding). Arts integration goes
beyond the initial step of helping students learn and recall information to challenging students to take
the information and facts they have learned and do something with them to build deeper
understanding. Some past experience with the Spanish language is encouraged for this class.
Teacher: Carlos Osorios-Rios. Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $195. Materials fee: $15.

Thursdays (Continued)
Mad Science: Secret Agent Lab (First Grade): Step into the shoes of a detective and uncover the
science involved in evidence gathering and analysis. You will probe the science of tracking as you
stamp out scenarios and uncover codes in this session. Some of the weekly topics in this session
include : Crime Lab, Cracking the Case, The Science of Security, Agent Undercover, Sleuths on the
Scene, Funky Forensics, Spy Academy, Junior Detectives, Discover Detection and Whodunit?s.
Grades: 1. Class fee: $455. Materials fee: $15.
Make a Musical: Beauty & the Beast with Child's Play NY: We will explore a magical castle as
Belle, create our own Beast language and then help to translate it into English, become members of
the castle with special house-work powers. Learn multiple versions of the classic French fairy tale, “La
Belle et la Bête” and create your own new take on the traditional through story-telling. Sing a song
from from the B’way version and learn how to dance at a ball! Class culminates in a final performance
created by the students. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $290. Materials fee: $15.
Mindful Yoga with Claire Benner (Grades 4 & 5): It's never too early to nurture mindfulness, self
love, and acceptance. This fun yoga class for children explores all of these themes through movement,
books, games, and teamwork! Children will learn to self regulate their emotions and form meaningful
connections with peers. Grades: 4, 5. Class fee: $195. Materials fee: $20.
Ninjas & Parkour with Everyday Athlete: Based on their foundational kids’ program, the class will
offer challenging obstacle courses with fundamentals from gymnastics, parkour, climbing and athletic
fitness. Grades: 2, 3. Class fee: $360. Materials fee: $15.
Rockstar Alliance: Create and collaborate on original musical compositions using the cloud-based
music production software Soundtrap. Students will be able to use built in loops and templates,
customizable synthesizers, and record their own voices and instruments to create songs in any genre
as well as podcasts, audio collages, and any other audio projects they can imagine. All participants
must have their PS58 technology release form signed and submitted. Teacher: Dan Lupkin & Michele
Lazar. Grades: 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $305. Materials fee: $35.
WoodShop: “Look What I Made” are the four little words that sum up what WoodShop is all about. The
concept is simple – students make and decorate wooden crafts/toys. No hammer, nails or weapons of
mass destruction. Tools are fingers, brushes, paint, markers, crayons and most importantly imagination!
The goal is to build a feeling of accomplishment, and something for them to show with pride (we’re told
many WoodShop artists sleep with their creations by their bed!). Teacher: Cora Byrne-Korowitz.
Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $250. Materials fee: $15.
Writopia Lab: Essay Writing: Over 10 weeks in this Writopia Lab Essay Writing Workshop, fourth and
fifth graders at PS58 will begin and complete their own essays in topics that excite them, play various
Writopia Lab essay writing games, and engage in critical discussions about their ideas and about their
writing. Writopia essay writing games are either individual or collaborative. They merge creative and
essay writing, foster excitement for the written word, teach essay structure, and strengthen logic,
research, and analytical skills. In each workshop, writers not only receive ample feedback from their
instructor but also learn to give and receive feedback to each other. Writers will leave the workshop
energized about and confident in their ability to write an essay they feel proud of. Grades: 4, 5. Class
fee: $375. Material fees: $15.

Fridays
Annie Kids with Child's Play NY: Improvisation and theater games help stoke creativity, create an
ensemble and develop the spirit of play as students rehearse and perform Annie Kids. This is a great
session for kids to increase confidence, craft,and their ability to work as part of an ensemble. Kids learn
how to create a character from a place of instinct and play. They also amass skills in singing, dance,
speech, and improvisation taught by master teachers and performers at the top of their field. Players
work with a Director, Stage Manager, Choreographer, Music Director and Designer in the joyous
experience of putting on the show Annie Kids! Class will run for 19 sessions through June 22. Final
performance in June. Grades 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $875 (payment plan available). Materials fee: $40.
BitBots in French: Koko NYC's classic Bitbot's class, now taught in French! Our teachers will help
guide and encourage your child as they choose recyclables such as plastic bottles, cardboard and
paper to create sculptures that, when combined with littleBits, come to life and light up, twist, turn,
buzz, blink, and shake! Through the process of designing and building, your child will experience the
practical and cultural possibilities of new inventions! Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $260. Materials fee:
$40.
Brain Benders with The Brooklyn Strategist: After School Clubs are fun-filled, educational clubs that
explore strategic thinking using board and card games. Our kids' programs focus on instruction,
developing strategies for game play and having fun! Kids learn how to think 'moves ahead,' anticipating
an opponent's reaction and developing good sportsmanship. We start with games that focus on pattern
recognition and sequential learning, and then progress to games that require linear thinking.
Throughout these games, participants will try to outwit and out-strategize their opponents. Game List
may include: Mancala, Senet, Look Look, Mine Shift, Qwirkle, Dizios, Yikerz, Sleeping Queen, Gin
Rummy, Chess, Bakers Dozen, Loot, Tsuro, Sushi Go, Carcassonne. Grades K, 1. Class fee: $360.
Materials fee: $15.
Capoeira with Allied Capoeira Arts Initiative: We are fortunate to have Allied Capoeira Arts Initiative
returning to our school to offer two, 45-minute martial arts classes for Grades K to 2 & Grades 3 to 5.
ACAI’s programs seek to better students’ health & strength, self-confidence, agility & poise, as well as
enhance appreciation of this Afro-Brazilian culture. Bridge the Gap childcare coverage is available to
students who want to remain in school until second session. Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $150.
Materials fee: $15.
Intermediate Chess with Ready, Set, Chess! Come have fun playing and learning the game of
Kings: CHESS! Mr. Nick our PS58 chess-in-the-classroom teacher, will oversee the play. The class
is divided into a short lesson, free play, and a tournament. Grades 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $160. Materials
fee: $20.
Minecraft Modding with MakerState: Young designer and programmers will have the opportunity to
modify both the aesthetics and operation of Minecraft with our custom educational version of Minecraft.
Through the creation of these mods, younger students will have an opportunity to fully express their
artistic abilities through their design choices, while also having an opportunity to gain a basic
understanding of programming principles. Alternately, older students, while also enjoying the freedoms
of artistic expression, will be able to hone their programing skills by creating Javascripts that directly
alter the behavior of what they create in Minecraft. During this process students will have the
opportunity build skills in collaboration, communication, and digital citizenship as they share their
knowledge and creativity with others in their class and online. With MakerState’s help, students can
turn modifying Minecraft into an interest in the arts and practical knowledge for today's technology.
Grades 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $365. Materials fee: $15.

Fridays (Continued)

Move Your Body: Dances of India: Building on last session’s explorations, this class will jump straight
into learning new dances. Dancers will be exposed to and taught popular dances of India, Bollywood
and Bhangra. They will learn the origins, their influences on today's hip-hop & music, purpose and of
course the moves of these dances! The class will end with a celebration of a performance for families
and friends! New students are welcome. Teachers: Shveta Dogra & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades 3, 4, 5.
Class fee: $310. Materials fee: $50.
New Kids Tennis: New Kids Tennis is a new USTA-sanctioned format that helps children learn and
play the game of tennis. To make it easier for them a few things have changed -- the court size, the
racquet sizes, the tennis balls, the scoring system and the height of the net. This means that more
children will have the opportunity to experience the game, have fun playing with their friends and
develop the skills that will become the foundation of their game. COACH YANN will assign students to
classes (either 3:30 to 4:15pm –OR- 4:20 to 5:05pm) according to age and ability with preference given
to returning students. Bridge the Gap childcare coverage is available to students who want to remain
in school until second session. Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Class fee: $295. Materials fee: $15.
Scrapbooking for Grades 1 & 2: Scrapbooking is a fun way to create beautiful, lasting memories in
a book. Students will use photos, stickers, words and fancy paper to make snapshots of their life.
Students will leave the class with a scrapbook of their own. Teacher: Josephine LiMandri & Millie
Malvasio. Grades 1, 2. Class fee: $275. Materials fee: $35.
Sewing: This class is for the novice stitcher who wants to learn a range of sewing techniques building
confidence in their craftsmanship. We’ll work on basic hand stitches, buttons, and cutting from flat
patterns. Students will make cute and fun toys and wearable items as well as learn how to choose
fabrics and work with color in their projects. There will also be an introduction to the sewing machine.
Returning students will enjoy all new projects. Teacher: Elizabeth Kenney. Grades 3, 4, 5. Class fee:
$175. Materials fee: $15.
Tattoos & Shields: In this class, we will explore the art & cultural traditions of New Zealand and the
Pacific. Arts and crafts projects will include Maori tattoos, sand art, ancestor shields, Australian dot
painting and storytelling! Teacher: Taylor Vecchio of Voices Advance. Grades: 2, 3.. Class fee: $210.
Materials fee: $20

Full School Year Music Programs
PS58 is pleased to offer two comprehensive afterschool music programs: The Piano School of New York
and Ezra Guitar. Both programs are long standing partners at our school, and current and former
families are happy to share what a wonderful experiences their children have had with both programs.
Many students go on to play in prestigious programs in both middle and high school. Please be aware
these programs are a full year commitment. Payment plan options are available upon registration. Carroll
Kids offers Bridge the Gap care for children enrolled in lessons that begin later in the day.

The Piano School of New York City:
PS58 is very fortunate to host the Piano School of NYC for a 10th year of afterschool programming! We
are a rare public elementary school with 4 tuned upright pianos to conduct classes.
Group Lessons: These are offered at the start of the year and group lessons are a full year
commitment.
Private Lessons: For the first time, we will be offering private lessons in addition to our group classes.
The private lessons are extremely limited. Lessons will be offered on a session basis (ie Fall, Winter &
Spring sessions). Students are encouraged to enroll for the full year and preference will be given each
session to returning students. Lessons are offered on Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays. 1st Session
is 3:20pm to 3:50pm. 2nd Session is 4:00pm to 4:30pm. 3rd session is 5:30pm to 6pm..
Mondays: 10 Lessons; Class Fee: $520; Materials Fee: $115 (new student) or $15 (returning student).
The material fee includes the recital fee for the spring recital. Recital fee is only paid once per year.
Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Payment Plan Options are available at registration. Bridge the Gap childcare
coverage is available to students who want to remain in school until their session.
For questions about the piano program, please contact Senior Brooklyn Manager for the Piano School of
NYC, Erick Eiser at: Erick Eiser erickeisermusic@gmail.com or visit www.pianoschoolofnyc.org.
Ezra Guitar:
Lessons are full year and registration will be available again in the fall.

Bridge the Gap Care
This program provides childcare with snack and supervised play. Children will play games and do arts
& crafts in the cafeteria with supervision until their enrichment classes begin. Children will be escorted
to their classes at the appropriate time. This class is only available to students in Tae Kwon Do Karate,
Guitar, Piano, Flamenco and Tennis. Students in full year music programs will need to re-enroll each
Fall, Winter and Spring enrichment session. Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Class Fee:
Mondays - $150
Tuesdays - $165
Wednesdays - $165
Thursdays - $150
Fridays - $135
Note: If you would prefer your child to be part of Carroll Kids aftercare, we offer early and late partial
options on a monthly basis.

Winter Session Dates
10 Mondays
January 8, 22, 29 (No class January 15)
February 5, 12, 26 (No class February 19)
March 5, 12, 19, 26
11 Tuesdays
January 9, 16, 23, 30
February 6, 13, 27 (No school Feb 20)
March 6, 13, 20, 27
11 Wednesdays
January 10, 17, 24, 31
February 7, 14, 28 (No class February 21)
March 7, 14, 21, 28
10 Thursdays
January 11, 18, 25
February 1, 8, 15 (No class February 22)
March 1, 8, 22, 29 (No class March 15)
9 Fridays
January 12, 19, 26
February 2, 9 (No class February 16 & 23)
March 2, 9. 16, 23 (No class March 30)

